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1. Practical information 

This note serves as an explanation for the current consultation on the rules for suspension and restoration of 

market activities and the rules for settlement in case of suspension of market activities (hereafter referred to 

as “Market Suspension Rules”). The purpose of this consultation is to obtain comments from the market parties. At 

the end of the public consultation, Elia will provide a consultation report that will be available to all market parties. 

All responses to this public consultation will be made public on Elia’s website, except those responses for which mar-

ket parties ask to treat their contribution as confidential. However, all responses to this public consultation will be sub-

mitted to the relevant regulatory authorities in the context of the official approval procedure. 

 

Elia invites all stakeholders to submit any comment and suggestion they may have on the documents submitted for 

consultation. The consultation period runs from 07/04/2023 to 08/05/2023. All responses must be submitted via the 

online form on the Elia website. The draft proposal for the Market Suspension Rules is available for consultation on 

the Elia website. 

 

Questions regarding these documents can be sent to the following email address: BMMconsult@elia.be. 

  

mailto:BMMconsult@elia.be
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2. Introduction 

In 2018, Elia submitted a proposal for the Market Suspension Rules to the CREG, as required by Regulation EU 

2017/2196 establishing a network code on electricity emergency and restoration (NC E&R). In September 2019, 

CREG decided, in its decision (B)1941, not to approve Elia’s proposal. It also required Elia to submit an adapted pro-

posal taking into account the remarks that CREG formulated in its decision. If Elia considers that some of these re-

marks cannot be taken into consideration in its new proposal, it is invited by the CREG to justify it in this explanatory 

note. 

Elia has therefore adapted its proposal for the Market Suspension Rules based on CREG’s feedback. For a few re-

marks, ELIA however considered that it could not respond to CREG’s request. When it is the case, the deviation is 

explicitly justified in this explanatory note. Besides, Elia took the opportunity of this new revision to clarify and adapt a 

few additional elements of the Market Suspension Rules: 

1. The scope of the Market Suspension Rules was clarified: Market Suspension Rules are national rules and 

were consequently drafted to address cases of emergency, restoration and blackout states that only con-

cern Belgium. When several TSOs are concerned by an issue, an inter-TSO coordination is necessary to 

efficiently manage the situation. In this case, the injunctions resulting from this inter-TSO coordination pre-

vail on the national Market Suspension Rules. 

2. As a result, the number of market activities that Elia is allowed to suspend was reduced from 11 (in the pro-

posal submitted by Elia in 2018) to 7 (in the new proposal for consultation). Elia indeed removed from the list 

of the market activities that it can suspend all the activities that are related to European processes (e.g. the 

organization of the single day-ahead or intraday coupling) because it believes that the decision to stop these 

activities cannot be taken by Elia alone, and that the procedure to suspend these market activities does 

therefore not belong to these national Market Suspension Rules. 

3. Modifications were proposed in the construction and application of the restoration tariff  

➢ The Belgian reference day-ahead price1 is used in the formula instead of the day-ahead 

EPEX spot price (to accommodate the Multiple NEMO arrangement) 

➢ The restoration tariff applies for all physical injections/offtakes in the portfolio of BRPs ex-

cept for the imports resulting from a top-down restoration strategy to which a financial 

compensation described in bilateral agreements between TSOs should apply 

 

 

 

1 https://www.elia.be/en/grid-data/transmission/day-ahead-reference-price 
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➢ The formula as such will be proposed in the 2024-2027 tariff proposal2 and will be in-

voiced to the BRPs instead of the Imbalance tariffs during periods of “TSO controlled dis-

patch3”.- 

 

Beside to these adaptations addressing CREG’s comments in its decision (B)1941, this proposal of Market Suspen-

sion Rules takes also into account feedbacks that were provided by the market participants after the two presenta-

tions done during the Working Group European Market Design and System Operation  (WG EMD&SO) of 14th Octo-

ber 2022 and the Working Group Balancing of 22nd March 2023. Several feedbacks received from the CREG during 

alignment meetings organized during the drafting process of this amended proposal were also considered and imple-

mented into this adapted proposal. 

 

An overview of the most important changes to the proposal for Market Suspension Rules is discussed in the sections 

below. The detailed adaptations that were performed by Elia to address all the remarks received by the CREG can be 

consulted in a version with track-changes of the proposal for Market Suspension Rules. 

  

 

 

 

2 For which a public consultation has been held on the “Key elements of foreseen evolutions included in the tariff proposal 2024-

2027 (elia.be)“ 
3 "TSO-controlled dispatch" is defined in the proposal. It means the mode of operation of the transmission system referred to in the 

Elia Restoration Plan, during which certain market segments (such as the publication of Imbalance prices and the activation of bal-

ancing energy bids) are interrupted and during which the grid users execute the instructions given by the TSO in order to restore the 

system. As explained later in this note and in article 6 of the Market Suspension Rules, the BRP balance responsibility is suspended 

during the period of TSO-controlled dispatch. During such period, imbalances of BRPs are still calculated, but not invoiced, as there 

is no imbalance tariff but only a restoration tariff. 

https://www.elia.be/en/public-consultation/20230213_key-elements-of-foreseen-evolutions-included-in-the-tariff-proposal-2024-2027
https://www.elia.be/en/public-consultation/20230213_key-elements-of-foreseen-evolutions-included-in-the-tariff-proposal-2024-2027
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3. Main adaptations to the proposal for Market 
Suspension Rules 

The main changes resulting from CREG’s feedback as well as additions coming from stakeholder’s recent comments 

are highlighted in this section. Besides, the reasons why Elia did not take into consideration some of CREG’s re-

marks are explained in the following paragraphs.  

 

3.1. Definitions (art. 2) 

In its decision, CREG required Elia to clarify the definition of a “TSO controlled dispatch” considering the numerous 

questions and remarks formulated by the CREG in several paragraphs of its decision. To avoid inconsistency with 

other official documents (e.g. Elia restoration plan), Elia did not adapt the definition of a “TSO controlled dispatch” in 

article 2 of its proposal for Market Suspension Rules. However, Elia clarified the meaning of “TSO controlled dis-

patch”, as well as the exact start/end and consequences of a “TSO controlled dispatch” period, in article 6 of its pro-

posal for “Market Suspension Rules”.  

Besides, Elia added in article 2 the definitions of several terms that are used in this new version of the Market Sus-

pension Rules such as for instance the “Code of conduct”, “CDS”, “Elia grid”, … 

 

3.2. Scope and general approach (art. 3) 

In its decision, CREG suggested to remove the article describing the scope of the Market Suspension Rules, or at 

least to translate this article into concrete rules. As every emergency, blackout or restoration state is unique and 

should be managed in a tailored way, it is important for Elia to clarify that some articles of the Market Suspension 

Rules should be considered as guidelines from which Elia could deviate in some circumstances, while other articles 

can be considered as binding rules. In its new proposal for Market Suspension Rules, Elia explicitly specified the arti-

cles that are to be considered as guidelines and not rules and provided as much information and illustrations as pos-

sible regarding the circumstances in which Elia could deviate from these guidelines.  

 

An important precision that Elia added in this new revision regarding the scope of the Market Suspension Rules is 

that these rules have been thought to deal in the most efficient way with situations (as described in article 35(1) of NC 

E&R) that only affect Belgium. When such a situation affects several countries, an inter-TSO coordination is neces-

sary to efficiently manage the situation and the decisions made by the inter-TSO coordination should hence take 

precedence over the local market suspension rules of each of the affected country. Elia could therefore deviate from 

the guidelines specified in the Market Suspension Rules in case a situation affecting several countries, including Bel-

gium, occurs. 
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3.3. Coordination by the GRT (art. 4) 

In its decision, CREG asked Elia to complete its proposal and to associate a time delay to be respected for each of 

the parameters that are assessed in real-time by ELIA prior to the start of the procedure for suspension of market 

activities. Elia considers that it does not make sense to associate fixed time delay to these parameters because the 

decision to suspend market activities and the most appropriate moment to start suspending these market activities 

will depend on when the situation occurs (as described in article 35(1) of NC E&R), on how long this situation is ex-

pected to last, and on the next run of the considered market activity. 

 

In general, the activities that are running continuously (e.g. the publication of the Imbalance price, the purchase of 

balancing energy bids, etc.) are stopped quickly after a situation as described in article 35(1) of NC E&R  (i.e. black-

out state, emergency state, restoration process to the normal or alert state and IT tools or communication issues) is 

detected. However, for market activities that are organized on a daily basis (e.g.. the purchase of balancing capacity, 

…), Elia could observe a much longer delay before deciding to stop or maintain the market activity, and wait until we 

get closer from the next run of the market activity, in order to take the decision with the best possible information on 

the situation (as described in article 35(1) of NC E&R) that occurred and on how long this situation is expected to last. 

 

Let’s illustrate this with the following example: Let’s suppose that a black-out occurs at 7PM. At that moment, Elia 

observes the absence of voltage during more than 3 minutes in its control area, leading to the activation of the resto-

ration plan. If a fixed time delay was associated to each parameter, Elia would have to stop all the market activities 

that might need to be stopped in such a situation after, for instance, 15 minutes, it would mean that it would already 

take the decision at 7:15PM to cancel the mFRR capacity auction that takes place at 10AM the next day. By doing 

so, Elia already significantly decreases the chance to restore the markets in the next 48 hours, since it would mean 

that no mFRR capacity would be reserved for two days later, hence preventing Elia to go back to a normal market 

situation on that day. On the contrary, if Elia can adjust the delay it observes before stopping a market activity, then 

Elia would wait until a reasonable time before the organization of the mFRR capacity auction (let’s say until 8AM) be-

fore deciding. At that moment, it has been more than 12 hours since the beginning of the black-out and Elia has a 

good view on the situation and on how fast grid restoration is progressing. If at 8AM, Elia believes that the chance is 

high that the grid will be restored by the end of the day, then it will not cancel the mFRR auction for the next day. In 

this example, it is very beneficial for the market that Elia took additional time before stopping the market activity. It 

indeed allows to go back to a normal situation as soon as the grid is stable, because the necessary reserve availabil-

ity is ensured. 

 

3.4. Market activity (art. 5) 

As explained above, Elia took the opportunity of this revision to reduce the number of market activities that Elia is 

allowed to suspend. 

 

Article 35(2) of NC E&R lists 5 market activities that the TSO can suspend. Besides, it allows the TSO to suspend 

any other relevant market activity when its suspension is deemed necessary to preserve and/or restore the system. 
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Article 35(2)a allows Elia to suspend the provision of cross zonal capacity for capacity allocation on the correspond-

ing bidding zone borders for each market time unit (MTU) where it is expected that the transmission system shall not 

be restored to the normal or alert state. Elia foresees that it will never take the decision to stop the activity to provide 

the needed input feeding the regional capacity calculation process on its own. This activity is indeed necessary to 

feed European processes (e.g. Core DA and ID Capacity Calculations, Single Day-ahead Coupling, Single Intraday 

Coupling, ...) of which the suspension cannot be decided by a TSO alone. Even if a situation, as described in article 

35(1) of NC E&R, occurs in Belgium, Elia will hence continue providing the needed inputs to these European pro-

cesses, even though these inputs could be adapted (for instance reduced or set even to zero) to best reflect the local 

situation. Without providing these inputs to the TSO regional central systems, Elia would prevent other regional TSOs 

to calculate the capacity for their zone, even if they are not affected. It is only in case a situation affects several coun-

tries and the inter-TSO coordination in charge of the management of the situation requires the TSO to stop providing 

cross zonal capacity that Elia will effectively suspend this market activity. In case of such a situation, Elia should be 

allowed to deviate from its local Market Suspension Rules. 

 

Article 35(2)b allows Elia to suspend the submission by a balancing service provider of balancing capacity and bal-

ancing energy bids. Elia included this possibility in its national Market Suspension Rules. For instance, when the 

communication means and the tools allowing the Balancing Service Providers to submit their bid to Elia, as well as 

their back-up, are no longer available, Elia should be allowed to suspend these market activities.  

 

Article 35(2)c allows Elia to suspend the provision by a balance responsible party of a (partially) balanced position at 

the end of the day-ahead timeframe if required by the terms and conditions related to balancing. Elia included this 

possibility in its national Market Suspension Rules. For instance, when the communication means and the tools al-

lowing the Balancing Responsible Parties to provide a (partially) balanced position to Elia at the end of the day-ahead 

timeframe, as well as their back-up, are no longer available, Elia should be allowed to suspend this market activity. 

 

Article 35(2)d allows Elia to suspend the provision of modifications of the position of balance responsible parties. Elia 

included this possibility in its national Market Suspension Rules. For instance, when the communication means and 

the tools allowing the Balancing Responsible Parties to provide a modification of its position, as well as their back-up, 

are no longer available, Elia should be allowed to suspend this market activity. 

 

Article 35(2)e allows Elia to suspend the provision of schedules referred to in Article 111(1) and (2) of Regulation 

(EU) 2017/1485. Elia included this possibility in its national Market Suspension Rules. For instance, when the com-

munication means and the tools allowing the Balancing Responsible Parties (BRP) to provide the internal or external 

commercial trades, or the Scheduling Agents (SA) to provide the physical schedules, as well as their back-up, are no 

longer available, Elia should be allowed to suspend this market activity. 

 

On top of that, Elia identified three other market activities that it might suspend in case a situation (as described in 

article 35(1) of NC E&R) affecting only Belgium occurs. 
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First of all, Elia might suspend the purchase of balancing energy, as described in the articles 29 to 31 of the EBGL. 

This market activity will for instance be stopped during the TSO controlled dispatch period that follows a blackout. At 

that moment, the TSO indeed directly sends instructions to the grid users that ensure that the grid is balanced and it 

hence no longer needs to activate balancing energy. 

 

Then, Elia might also stop contracting balancing capacity, as described in the articles 32 to 34 of the EBGL. In case 

the grid is not expected to be fully restored for the next day following a blackout in Belgium, Elia might decide to stop 

purchasing balancing capacity since it knows that it will still be sending direct instructions to the grid users during the 

next day and hence does not need to guarantee reserves availability. 

 

Finally, Elia should be allowed to stop publishing the imbalance price on its website. In case of some specific emer-

gency situations, such as for instance a system split occurring within the Belgian control area, or in case of a TSO 

controlled dispatch period following a black-out, the publication of the imbalance price could indeed provide danger-

ous incentives to the BRPs: 

• When a system split occurs within Belgium, Belgium is cut into two different zones. One of these zones 

could possibly be long while the other is short.  Besides, the portfolio of each BRP is most likely split over 

these two zones. If the imbalance price reflecting the marginal price of the energy bids activated by Elia in 

the whole zone is published on Elia website, it could be used by the BRPs in a dangerous way. If the imbal-

ance tariff is very high, they would be incentivized to increase production in their portfolio, but by doing so, 

they could actually increase the production in the sub-zone which is already too long, which is dangerous. 

The imbalance tariff cannot efficiently drive the implicit reactions of BRPs in those moments, so it’s safer 

and more efficient to stop publishing the imbalance price and hence incentivize the BRPs to stick to their 

schedules, on which Elia has a clear view. 

• During a TSO controlled dispatch period that follows a blackout, the imbalance tariff can no longer be calcu-

lated since the calculation of the imbalance price is based on the price of energy balancing that the TSO no 

longer activates at that moment. Elia directly sends its instructions to the grid users during such a period so 

it wouldn’t make sense to incentivize BRPs to keep control of their portfolio balance during this period. This 

is explained in detail in section 3.7 

 

In total, Elia identified 7 market activities that it might need to suspend in case a situation affecting only Belgium oc-

curs. 

 

Note that, in comparison with the previous proposal for the Market Suspension Rules submitted to the CREG in 2018, 

Elia decided to remove from the list of market activities that can be suspended four additional activities that Elia had 

suggested in compliance with article 35(2)f of the NC E&R. Those four activities are the following ones:  

• The allocation of long-term transmission rights: considering the time horizon targeted by this market activi-

ties, it should never be impacted by a situation as described in article 35(1) of the NC E&R (at least under 

the assumptions taken for the elaboration of these Market Suspension Rules, as clarified in article 3 of the 
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Market Suspension Rules). It does therefore not make sense to foresee the possibility to interrupt this mar-

ket activity. 

• The organization of the Single Day-ahead Coupling (SDAC): as explained before, Elia believes that the deci-

sion to suspend this EU market activity can, by no means, be taken by a TSO alone – this decision should 

instead be the result of a coordination at European level. 

• The organization of the Single Intraday Coupling (SIDC): as explained before, Elia believes that the decision 

to suspend this EU market activity can, by no means, be taken by a TSO alone – this decision should in-

stead be the result of a coordination at European level. 

• The local intraday transactions on a NEMO platform: here also, Elia believes it is not its role to suspend 

these transactions – the role of Elia is rather to transparently inform the NEMO of the situation and of its ex-

pected evolution, so the NEMO can take the decision to suspend these transactions if deemed appropriate. 

 

 

 

3.5. Procedure for the suspension of market activities 

(art. 6 and 7) 

In order to address CREG’s request to transfer the description of the rules in the body of the text compared to the 

previous proposal for the Market Suspension Rules (where it was mainly described in a synoptic table in annex), Elia 

described in article 6 of its new proposal the market activities that are likely to be suspended for each situation (as 

described in article 35(1) of the NC E&R), as well as the sequence that should be followed for the suspension of 

these market activities, when relevant. 

 

Besides, CREG required Elia to clarify the principles and assumptions that should be followed by the market parties 

when they provide information to Elia during a TSO controlled dispatch period. 

 

As explained previously, the description of the process of suspension of market activities listed in article 6 should be 

considered as guidelines except for the 2 activities listed in the first paragraph of article 6(3) which should be consid-

ered as rules.  

 

As explained in article 7.4 of the Market Suspension Rules, in such a TSO controlled dispatch period, Elia will con-

tinue requiring the market parties to provide it with the best possible information they have at disposal regarding the 

following data: 

• The provision of schedules (by the SA) and commercial trades (by the BRP) 

• The submission of balancing capacity and energy bids (by the BSP) 

• The provision of a (partially) balanced position at the end of the Day-ahead timeframe (by the BRP) 

• The provision of the modifications in the position of the BRP (by the BRP) 
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First of all, Elia repeats that this information should be provided by the market parties based on a best effort philoso-

phy. Elia is indeed aware that the possibility to exchange this information and the quality of this information may 

evolve throughout the TSO controlled dispatch period. For instance, in the beginning of this period, all the communi-

cation means and tools allowing this exchange of information might be unavailable and the market parties could be 

(partially) blind with respect to the status of their portfolio. On the contrary, when the TSO controlled dispatch period 

is getting closer to its end, and especially when the TSO is in the process of progressively restoring the market activi-

ties, the tools and communication means allowing the exchange of information should be available again and the in-

formation that the market parties have at their disposal is extremely relevant for the TSO. In other words, Elia is 

aware that the required information will not always be available or of perfect quality but insists that the more infor-

mation it gets, the more efficient the grid and market restoration can be. 

 

As regards the specific principles and assumptions that should be followed by the market parties when they provide 

information : 

• When the data exchanged concern a time unit which is supposed to fall outside the TSO controlled dispatch 

period (for instance, when the SA provides the schedules or when a BRP provides the nominations for the 

hours that follow the announced market full restoration by Elia), then market parties don’t need to take any 

specific assumption and the data exchanged should reflect the expected market situation. These data will 

be used by Elia to organize a smooth transition from the TSO controlled dispatch to the situation where the 

dispatch is provided by the market. 

• When the data exchanged concern a time unit for which the TSO will still be sending direct instructions to 

the grid users, the market parties can assume that the instructions provided by Elia to the grid users that 

are active at the access points of their portfolio will be executed and calculate the required information ac-

cordingly. At first sight, this information might seem redundant and hence not useful for Elia. However, it 

allows Elia getting a quick overview of the grid situation. For instance, in the beginning of the restoration 

process, after the black-start units are started, it is very interesting for Elia to receive the schedules and 

available energy bids of the other production units of the grid, since it provides a quick view on the availabil-

ity of each unit (that may have incurred damages due to the blackout) and of the maximum power at which 

they can run (which can be limited due to these damages). 

 

  

3.6. Restoration of market activities (art. 8) 

In its decision, CREG requested Elia to establish, in the body of the document (and not in the annex) a clear defini-

tion of the restoration rules for the market activities that might be suspended by Elia, and this in a symmetrical way 

compared to what is done for the suspension rules. 

 

As explained above, Elia can only describe guidelines for the restoration of market activities, and not strict rules, 

since it should be allowed to deviate from these guidelines in specific situations (e.g. when the situation affects sev-
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eral EU countries). To address CREG’s request, Elia therefore described in the Market Suspension Rules the guide-

lines that are to be used by Elia to decide on when and according to which sequence to restore the market activities 

that have been suspended. 

 

In its decision, CREG also requested Elia to explain why the delay between the communication towards the market 

parties informing them that the suspended market activities can be restored, and the effective restoration of these 

market activities can be different in case of a TSO controlled dispatch and in case of any other situation where mar-

ket activities are suspended. The reason is that the switch from a TSO controlled dispatch to a situation where the 

dispatch is defined by the market requires an important preparation, from both the market parties and the TSO. More 

concretely, once Elia has enough confidence in the grid stability and in the ability of the market to take back the con-

trol of the dispatch, it will inform the market parties that the TSO controlled dispatch period will end after a certain 

(reasonable) time delay. As from that moment, the market parties know that they should start following their usual 

processes to prepare the period following the announced end of the TSO controlled dispatch period. BRPs will antici-

pate that they will take back their balance responsibility and will for instance start trading again on the ID market, or 

adapt the dispatch of the production units of their portfolio, etc. Once this information is communicated to the TSO, 

Elia will make sure to organize the smoothest possible transition from the TSO controlled dispatch period to the mar-

ket-driven dispatch, by re-dispatching the units to bring their close to their first “market-driven” schedules. This whole 

preparation is usually much more time-consuming than the time required to properly restore a market activity which 

would have been suspended outside a TSO controlled dispatch period (for instance, because the tools/communica-

tion means allowing to ensure the market activity have been temporarily unavailable). This is the reason why Elia ex-

pects a longer time delay between the communication towards the market and the effective market restoration in 

case of a TSO controlled dispatch. 

 

3.7. Rules for imbalance settlement in case of suspen-

sion of market activities (art. 10 and 11) 

In case one or several market activities listed in article 5(2) of the Market Suspension Rules are suspended, the im-

balance4 settlement (based on the imbalance prices) usually occurs according to the rules described in the T&C 

BRP.  

This comes with one exception: in case of a TSO controlled dispatch period, the TSO takes over the control of the 

grid in order to restore it. During those periods the TSO suspends all commercial energy trades between BRPs5 (in-

cluding imports/exports) and sends direct instructions to the grid users that are executed to re-energize the grid in 

conformity with the Restoration plan.  

 

 

 

4 which continues to be calculated and which correspond to the netto sum of all physical injections/withdrawals of energy to/from the 

grid from the portfolio of a BRP since the commercial trades are put at zero by Elia. 
5 in practice internal and external commercial trade nominations are put at zero by Elia 
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During those TSO-controlled dispatch periods the BRPs no longer have the control of the balance of their portfolio 

and their balance obligation is suspended. Indeed, it wouldn’t seem logic to “penalize or incentivize” them with an 

imbalance price (besides, the imbalance price is mainly based on the price of the activated balancing energy while 

there is no balancing energy activated during a TSO controlled dispatch period). 

Instead, a specific Restoration tariff will be applied and invoiced for all offtakes and injections6 made during the peri-

ods of TSO-controlled dispatch. Purpose of this Restoration tariff is to ensure: 

- transparency: formula used for the invoicing should be well known by market parties that will be exposed to 

it and its result should be published on Elia‘s website in case of TSO- controlled dispatch. 

- financial neutrality: costs of energy injected to the grid are covered by the incomes of the energy withdrawn 

from the grid (with the except of the cost of the imports in case of a top-down restoration7 strategy); 

- cost reflectiveness:  formula should strive to the costs of the production units mobilized during the TSO con-

trol dispatch period by Elia to restore the grid in a bottom-up situation. 

 

In the initial proposal of Market Suspension Rules that had been submitted to the CREG in 2018 Elia had proposed a 

formula for Restoration Tariff which was similar to the formula of the “default transfer price” applicable in case of 

transfer or Energy conform to CREG’s Decision (B)1677) of 15 March 2018. 

During discussions on 14th October 2022 in the WG EMD & SO, market parties raised concerns regarding the repre-

sentativeness of this formula in case of restoration of the grid that takes place during a period of high prices. More 

specifically, Febeliec pointed out the fact that this ToE formula (based mainly on forward prices of Y-1 and Y-2) could 

be non-representative and non-cost-reflective if market suspension would occur during (or even after) periods of ex-

ceptionally high prices similar to the ones observed in the markets in August 2022. To address this issue Elia pro-

posed a new formula that better represents the energy prices during TSO-controlled dispatch period and hence en-

sures a better coverage of the production costs for the units mobilized during the TSO-control dispatch period. Be-

sides, as the formula is well known and published during those periods, consumers can adapt their level of consump-

tion accordingly. 

  

The proposed Formula for the Restoration tariff applicable for a given market time unit8 (MTU) during the TSO con-

trolled dispatch period is based on the average of 5 best representative belgian day-ahead reference prices for this 

same MTU in the Belgian bidding zone. Those 5 best representative day-ahead reference prices are selected among 

the last 7 belgian day-ahead reference prices calculated for this same MTU in the Belgian bidding zone (for the 7 last 

 

 

 

6 Which corresponds to the imbalance of a BRP as all commercial trade nominations are put at zero 
7 The Restoration tariff is not applicable for the energy imported in case of a top-down restoration strategy because it wouldn’t be 

possible to meet the transparency requirement otherwise. Indeed, in case of top-down restoration, the neighboring TSOs are remu-

nerated for the energy exported to the Belgian bidding zone at a price covering their operational costs. As this price is computed 

only ex-post and as those volumes are supposed to be relatively limited, it has been decided not to take these (very limited costs) 

into account in the construction of the Restoration tariff. 
8 Currently the market time unit of the Belgian day-ahead reference price is 60 minutes. The Restoration tariff for each imbalance 

settlement price (ISP – which is 15 minutes in Belgium) is then identical for each quarter of the same hour. In the future (estimated 
planning 2025), the MTU of the single day-ahead coupling (SDAC) for the Belgian bidding zone will be changed to 15 minutes. The 
Restoration tariff’s formula will still be valid, but will be different for each ISP. 
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delivery days including the last day for which there was no TSO controlled dispatch period at 0:00), from which the 

minimum and the maximum have been withdrawn.  

 

For example (considering that the day-ahead MTU of Belgium is still 60 minutes): supposing that the TSO controlled 

dispatch period started on Monday April 17th at 8:45 in the morning, the Restoration tariff for a 17th of April for the 4 

quarter-hours 11:00 -12:00 am, are calculated as follows: 

1. the 7 last DA-reference prices for the quarter-hours between 11:00-12:00 are those for the days 11th to 17th 

April included (as Belgian grid was not yet in TSO controlled dispatch state on 17th April at 00:00 and the 

price for 17th April was calculated on the 16th. 

2. From those 7 values, the outliers (min and max values) are withdrawn, the others 5 are selected for the cal-

culation of the Restoration tariff (➔ “5 out of 7”) 

3. The average of the 5 remaining values corresponds to the Restoration tariff for the 4 quarter-hours of the 

period 11:00-12:00.  

4. The Restoration tariff for all MTU of the 17th will be published on Elia’s website. If the TSO controlled dis-

patch period is prolonged after the 17th, the same Restoration tariff (calculated with Belgian day-ahead refer-

ence prices of Belgium of the days 11 to 17th April) will continue to be used until the restoration to the normal 

or alert state is finished. 

 

  

The detailed formula of this specific Restoration tariff will be defined in the Tariff Proposal that will be submitted to 

CREG for the tariff period 2024-2027. It has been described in details in the document “Key elements of foreseen 

evolutions included in the tariff proposal 2024-2027” that has been publicly consulted between Tuesday 14th of 

February to Monday 20th of March 2023 included. Examples of the Restoration tariffs calculated for the MTU of 5 

August 2022 and 21 January 2023 are provided in section 4.1 of the Appendix. 

This Restoration tariff will be invoiced to the BRPs for their injections and offtakes measured during the periods of 

TSO controlled dispatch. As the commercial trade nominations (external and internal) are put at zero during those 

periods, the sum of all physical injections/offtakes in the portfolios of each BRP corresponds to the BRP’s imbalance.  

 

Although no particular question on this topic had been raised by market parties during the public consultation in 2018, 

for this new version of the Market Suspension Rules, Elia analyzed and examined also another option than invoicing 

(remunerating) the BRP for the energy injected/withdrawn from the grid during a TSO controlled dispatch period. This 

alternative invoicing option consists in settling the netto energy at each access point (and each DSO interface point) 

and invoicing it or remunerate it to the Access Holder or the DSO instead of the BRP.  

In this case the Restoration tariff would be seen as a tariff for the system management expressed in €/MWh with-

drawn/injected at each access point. 

For the sake of transparency towards market parties and in order to allow the latter to provide their eventual com-

ments on that part, Elia shares in sections 4.2 and 4.3 of Appendix of this Explanatory Note the comparison that has 

been performed and the reasons why Elia opted for/proposes a settlement of the Restoration tariff to the BRP (as it 

was already the case in 2018).    

https://www.elia.be/en/public-consultation/20230213_key-elements-of-foreseen-evolutions-included-in-the-tariff-proposal-2024-2027
https://www.elia.be/en/public-consultation/20230213_key-elements-of-foreseen-evolutions-included-in-the-tariff-proposal-2024-2027
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3.8. Entry into force (art. 12) 

Conform Article 18 point 2 of the Electricity Balancing Guideline, once approved the Market Suspension Rules shall 

be included and annexed to the T&C’s BRP and BSP. BRPs and BSPs will be notified accordingly. 

Elia identified the following actions to be implemented before the full entry into force of these rules: 

• IT developments to allow the notifications towards the market parties, as described in chapter 5 

• IT developments allowing to support the imbalance settlement process during a TSO controlled dispatch  

• The entry into force of a new version of the Tariff Proposal in which the Restoration tariff is described 

 

 

Elia would therefore like to suggest an entry into force 30 business days after CREG approval of the Market Suspen-

sion Rules and on January 1st 2024 at the earliest, in line with the entry into force of the Restoration tariff. 

 

Some IT means (described in Article 9(2) to 9(7) of the Market Suspension Rules) will be implemented at the latest 6 

months after the entry into force of the Market Suspension Rules. Before their implementation, backup communica-

tion, in conformity with NC E&R, will be used. 

 

Elia invites the market parties to provide their feedback regarding this implementation plan (especially if Elia missed 

an important change in the processes and tools of the market parties) and the foreseen date for the entry into force. 
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4. Appendix 

4.1. Examples of the calculation of the Restoration tariff 
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4.2. Description of the two options analyzed for invoicing the energy injected 

or withdrawn from the grid during a TSO controlled dispatch period 

 

  BRP ACH + DSOs 

Role of the market party dur-
ing a TSO controlled dispatch 
period 

  
No active role to maintain the balance of its portfolio or to do 
reactive balancing, but a role of information exchange as Elia 
requests BRPs to provide the best information they have. 
The balance obligation during that period is suspended but 
the imbalance (the "position") of the portfolio of a BRP are 
still calculated and correspond to the netto sum of all physi-
cal injections/offtakes of the portfolio. 

  
No operational role. 
ACH always has an administrative role consisting among 
others in paying the costs for the management of the grid to 
Elia. Here, for the first time, we would enter in a logic of ser-
vice provided by the ACH to Elia as he could be remunerated 
for the energy injected to the grid. 
DSO has an active role during the restoration process in co-
ordination with Elia to restore the grid. 

Legal basis in Tarif Methodol-
ogy 

  
Tariff for maintaining and restoring the balance (Tarif meth-
odology Annex 2 point 4.2, 2°) 

  
Tariff for the management of the system (Tarif methodology 
annex 2; point 3.2, 1°) 

way the tariff would be ap-
plied/invoiced 

  
TSO--> BRP--> Supplier--> Grid User through same way as 
this is currently the case for the imbalance  
in €/MWh offtaken/injected for the netto injection or netto 
offtake of the portfolio of the BRP 
 
no implication of DSO 

  
for TSO access points: TSO--> ACH --> Grid User   
in €/MWh withdrawn/injected per Access Point where the en-
ergy would be invoiced to the ACH in case of netto offtake 
and remunerated in case of netto injection   

for CDSO access points: TSO--> CDSO(=ACH) --> grid user 

for DSO interconnection points   Elia--> DSOs --> Supplier 
(which is ACH in DSO grid) --> Grid User       
   in €/MWh withdrawn/injected per Interconnection point 
where the energy would be invoiced to the DSO in case of 
netto offtake and remunerated in case of netto injection at 
the Interconnection Point 
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4.3. Comparison between the two options analyzed for invoicing the energy 

injected or withdrawn from the grid during a TSO controlled dispatch period 

  BRP ACH + DSO 

Implemen-
tation Im-
pacts 

  

NO or extremely limited implementation impacts as it is the same invoicing 
process as currently applied for the invoicing of the imbalance tariff from 
Elia to the BRPs (who at their turn invoice their imbalances to the grid us-
ers via the supplier). Only the result, the value invoiced per quarter-hour, 
is different.  

  

for Access points in TSO grid:  
 - a "type" of Access tariff would have to be implemented  
 - there exist today Access tariffs expressed in energy €/MWh off taken or 
injected to the grid, but the difference here would be that      
1) this new tariff would remunerate in case of netto injection (and be in-
voiced in case of netto offtake)  and  
2) it should be dynamic and different from one (quarter)-hour to the other 
based on the Restoration tariff 

  

for Access points in DSO grid and for Market Access points within a 
CDS:  
 - The (C)DSO would be remunerated/invoiced at the Restoration tariff for 
the netto energy injected/withdrawn from the grid. 
 - The later would have to re-distribute this invoice/remuneration to his grid 
users conform their contractual relationships (ex. DSO access tariffs).  
 
       option 1) the most accurate (but most complex) would be to remuner-
ate the injection points /invoice the offtake points based their gross injec-
tion/offtake for a given quarter-hour at the Restoration tariff for this quar-
ter-hour.  
           ==> implies potentially new processes for the CDSO 
           ==> implies a kind of allocation-system for the DSOs  
           the implementation timing and efforts for such an accurate sys-
tem can be important. 
        option 2) (C)DSOs could re-distribute their total invoice/remunera-
tion for the period of TSO controlled dispatch as a static Grid Access cost 
(~easier and probably closer to current grid access tariffs in distribution ) 
           ==> implies a non-level playing field for production units lo-
cated in DSO grid or in a CDS. Which is particularly problematic for pro-
duction units that are Black-Start units or SGU and which receive instruc-
tions by Elia during the restoration plan as they are not guaranteed to be 
remunerated for their production costs.   
           ==> implies specific remuneration solution to be put in place in 
Black Start contracts (also implying corrections for perimeter BRP etc.).  
Here again the contractual implementation efforts are very important.    
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Level 
playing 
field 

 

Production units in DSO grid, or CDSO grid or even behind an Access 
point of the Elia grid whose production unit owner/operator is not the same 
party as the grid user (and having a different BRP) will be remunerated for 
the energy injected during the TSO controlled dispatch period via their 
BRP/supplier. 

 

Potential non- level playing field for production units in DSO grid, or CDSO 
grid or even behind an Access point to the Elia grid whose production unit 
owner/operator is not the same party as the grid user unless the (C)DSO 
or ACH implements +/- complex solutions. 

Financial 
Neutrality 

  
Yes, as the Restoration tariff formula aims at ensuring financial neutrality:  
all injections are remunerated & all offtakes are invoiced at the same tariff.  

  

The Restoration tariff formula aims at ensuring financial neutrality all injec-
tions are remunerated & all offtakes are invoiced at the same price. But 
Batteries are exonerated for Access tariffs. The resulting delta would need 
to be reflected on the other tariffs (next tariff period). 

Rapidity of 
Elia in-
voice 

  
Elia invoicing process is dependent to allocation process of DSOs and can 
be longer.    

  
Elia invoices this access tariff to ACH, CDSOs and DSOs based on 
measures at Access points or DSO interconnexion points. 

Impact fi-
nal client 
/supplier of 
final client 

  

As part of the grid users have fixed price contracts with their supplier, it is 
unclear if/how the delta between the price of the commodity (Restoration 
tariff) and the fixed supplying price during the TSO controlled dispatch pe-
riod will be transposed to the grid users. Either suppliers adapt their sup-
ply contract to 'pass-through' their commodity costs (restoration costs) to 
their grid users during those periods or the delta is considered as being 
part of part uncertainty born by the supplier who sells energy at a fixed 
price while buys it at market price. 

  

Risk of double invoicing: If a grid user pays restoration costs to his ACH 
(supplier in DSO grid) under the form of an Access tariff during the TSO 
controlled dispatch period, suppliers should suspend the invoice of the 
commodity fee to their grid users for that same TSO controlled dispatch 
period, otherwise the grid user would be invoiced twice for the same 'ener-
gy'. 

 

 

 


